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CHAIR WHITE: . . .(gavel). . . Good morning, Members. This meeting of the Economic
Development, Agriculture, and Recreation Committee will now come to order. This meeting is
for June 16, 2011. And before we begin, I've just turned off my noisemaker. So, if you could all
do the same, that would be great. This morning we have Mr. Carroll, Ms. Baisa, Mr. Hokama
and Mr. Pontanilla. And excused from this meeting is Don Couch. And joining us later, but
excused for now, is Vice-Chair Elle Cochran, Committee Vice-Chair Elle Cochran. And, joining
us today, not just at this time, but John Buck from the Office of the Mayor, Pat Matsui from the
Department of Parks and Recreation, and Jeffrey Ueoka, Deputy Corp. Counsel; and our
Legislative Analyst Scott Jensen and Committee Secretary Tammy Frias. This will be Tammy's
last appearance before...
MS. FRIAS: One more meeting.
CHAIR WHITE: Oh, one more?
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MS. FRIAS: One more.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. One more before maternity leave. We, I don't believe we have anyone signed
up for public testimony this morning, so if there are no objections, we will open it and close it.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Members, this morning we have four items on the agenda. And those of
you who are looking to make sure you're making your luncheon engagements, we should be able
to get through in a relatively good timeframe.

ITEM NO. 1: SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT RELATING TO PARK DEDICATIONS
(C.C. Nos. 10-269 and 11-153)

CHAIR WHITE: We're gonna start off this morning with EDR-1, which is a review of the Semi-Annual
Report Relating to Park Dedications. And that is County Communication No. 10-269, from the
Director of Parks and Recreation, transmitting a report entitled Park Dedication Requirements
Semi-Annual Report for the period of April 2010 through September 30, 2010, and County
Communication 11-153, which is the same report for a period October 1, 2010 through March
31 st of 2010. And I'd like to welcome Committee Vice-Chair Elle Cochran.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Good morning, Chair. Excuse my tardiness.
CHAIR WHITE: Not a problem. So with that, Mr. Matsui, you have...would you share a review of
the...or an overview relating to the reports.
MR. MATSUI: Okay, did you want me to go over the recent ordinance change or should we go through
the report first?
CHAIR WHITE: You can, if you could review just the reports. And then I think it would be helpful,
Members, if we would just...I've asked Mr. Matsui to share with us the recent ordinance change
and what that is, what that does with respect to how park dedication will be handled going
forward. So this measure was just passed this past November. Please proceed.
MR. MATSUI: Okay. Thank you, Chair. The first report is the, covers the period April 1, 2010 to
September 30, 2010. And it lists all of the park assessment fees, the cash contributions that we
collected. So, as you can see, for that period there were only two projects, one in Kula. There
was a one-acre, I mean a one-lot subdivision. And we collected $7,680 on that. This project
already had used the three-lot exemption, so whenever they subdivide, do another subdivision,
they have to pay that amount for that new lot created. In the Kihei-Makena, it's like an
apartment, Kai Ani Village, a five-unit building. At the time of building permit, the fees are due,
and they paid for the five units $80,375. And that was all that we collected during that six-month
period. Going on to the most recent period, October 4, 2010 [sic] to March 31, 2011, in Paia and
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Haiku, Honokala Farm Subdivision, a four-lot subdivision, their fee was $27,600. And KiheiMakena, the same Kai Ani Village, but this was a different building, had seven units in it and
they paid $84,805. And that was all there was for that period. Any questions?
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I would like to be sure that I understand
how this works. If this is the amount that they are asked to pay, can you make it clear when they
actually pay?
MR. MATSUI: Okay, there's two different periods: one if it's a subdivision, and one if it's in a
multi-unit, like an apartment or a condo. In the subdivision, at the time of final subdivision
approval, that's when it's due. Now for subdivisions, the developer can bond the improvements
and not actually put in the roads yet, but with the bond they can get final subdivision approval.
So at that time, they can do it. Some subdividers wait to put in everything and then get the
subdivision approval. So for those, at the time of final subdivision. For the apartments, at the
time of building permit approval.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So they don't get an approval unless we actually see the cash?
MR. MATSUI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's wonderful because, you know, we get a lot of comments here
about us not following up on requirements. And so I'm glad this has some teeth. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any other questions?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Pat, for that explanation. You know. for
the Kihei-Makena Kai Ani Village, you know, we had some monies given to us last year, and
looking at 2011, we looking at additional monies for the County through park assessment. Do
you have any idea how many buildings and units that, for this particular project at this time?
MR. MATSUI: No, I don't. I know there's, they're calling the different buildings by numbers. And the
first one was Building No. 5, and the second one was Building No. 12, so I'm assuming there's at
least 12 buildings. How many units in each building, I don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. So when they go through the process through the
Planning Commission and probably over here for some approvals, I guess you guys should have
gotten some numbers already projected for the particular project.
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MR. MATSUI: Yeah. It depends. If it's in the SMA, then they would not have that requirement. If it's
not in the SMA, then, you know, they don't need any prior approvals, unless there's some kind of
land entitlement, like zoning, that kind of thing.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. It would be nice to, you know, see how much, you know,
we should be getting for the total project as they move forward. The other question that I had is
the monies that we have through park assessment, and the one that interests me, you know, is
Mr. Hokama's island. How do we utilize the park assessment for that particular island? You
know, I remember there's some formula or some agreements that were made long time ago that
is reimbursable to Lanai Land Company.
MR. MATSUI: Okay. In the case of that Lanai projects, many years ago--that was under the Lingle
Administration--the company had proposed to build a five-acre park. And the Administration
accepted that. But until the park was built, they were, as they came in...the park would satisfy a
number of developments. Five acres, I think it was, like, 1,200 units. So they were building it
incrementally, so as they came in, they paid the County cash with the understanding that this
cash would put in, be put in a separate account and not used. And upon completion of that fiveacre park, the County would return the money. And somewhere along the line, as
Administrations changed, the money was not set aside. It was, just showed up as park
assessment, so during that course, some of the money was spent on various Lanai parks. I think
was the community center was one. I think we spent some on the youth center. So anyway,
that's where we are on that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So we still gotta reimburse 'em, reimburse Lanai Land
Company for the monies that they had put in initially?
MR. MATSUI: Yes. Yes, we still have a balance that we are holding on to, we are not spending. I think
it's over $300,000 worth.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And that would satisfy after the completion of that five-acre
park?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, that would satisfy a portion of that. So we're negotiating with Lanai Company to
work out a mutual, you know, agreement on, on that. So the direction we're taking now is that
they're not developing the whole park, you know, just the prorated share. And then the rest
would still be left as park, but not developed. And it is a passive park.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So when you do that, you going need Council approval?
MR. MATSUI: No, we don't. It was part of a prior agreement that we're working on, but we will keep
the Council advised on, on the agreements and, and what is gonna be built.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, if we owe somebody some reimbursements, we should
reimburse them. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Matsui, before we go on, what would you estimate? The total for Lanai is now
338,000. What would you estimate the remaining balance of this fund to be after the
reimbursements are taken care of?
MR. MATSUI: It would be zero. We would reimburse the entire amount.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Thank you. Just for the public's knowledge, I'd just like to read off the
balances in the various park assessment accounts. Hana parks' assessment account has about
$1,400; Paia/Haiku fund has about 57,000; Makawao/Pukalani/Kula has 34,000;
Wailuku/Kahului has 15; Kihei/Makena has 2,000...205,000; sorry about that. The Lahaina
parks assessment balance is just over 5 million, and as Mr. Matsui just mentioned, the Lanai
parks assessment of the fund of 338,000 will be reimbursed with the completion of a park on
Lanai, and the assessment balance for Molokai is $267. So, just to give everybody an idea of
what, what is available. But I think it points out that as we go forward, there are gonna be
expenses that we're gonna have to incur on behalf of a number of the other park districts or the
other districts, other than West Maui, that we're gonna have to reach into General Fund, because
we just don't have the level of money coming in that we're gonna need. So, with that, Mr.
Matsui, if you could share with the...
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, I have. Oh, sorry. Go ahead, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Please, Ms. Cochran.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. I was just curious how, how are the assessment fees
garnered? Like, per different districts have a different dollar amount, per unit, per square
footage? How does that work?
MR. MATSUI: You're correct. Each community plan district has a different amount. And that amount
is determined by the real property, our real property tax people. And it's based on the assessed
valuation. There's, I think, three different types: Undeveloped Residential, Developed
Residential, and Apartment. And they take the average amount of that and the square foot value
of that, multiply that by 500 square feet, because that's the requirement per lot that is required,
and that's the fee. So it varies in districts some, and then annually it changes. So come July 1 st
of this year, it'll change. Last year, I think we saw a drop in it because real property valuations
have been dropping. So the rate was less last year. I'm not sure what's gonna happen this year
or for the 2011, starting July 1 st . I'm not sure what that will be.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Right. And also one follow-up, Chair. Mr. Matsui, what's the definition of
a park? I mean, what do we, the County, define a park as being?
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MR. MATSUI: Yeah. Maybe I can get into the park, the new amended park ordinance.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Oh, ordinance. Oh, okay.
MR. MATSUI: That would answer your question.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Matsui, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: That's fine.
CHAIR WHITE: If you'd like, I think it would be helpful if Staff would provide us with the current
assessment by district to answer your, your question.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Uh-huh, sure.
CHAIR WHITE: So, Staff, if you could just provide us what the current one is, and then when we get
the new one, if you could provide it to the Members as well.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Staff.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Mr. Matsui, please proceed.
MR. MATSUI: Yeah. But answering your question about the park, generally, we look at active parks.
We don't like small parks because it's, you know, it's difficult to maintain. But anyway, going
back to the ordinance change, the park dedication ordinance allows the Director to determine for
each development whether they take a cash equivalent, land, improvements to an existing park
within the same community plan district, or a combination of all three. Okay. The difficulty
we've been getting with the land is that the Director enters into an agreement with the developer
on what they need to build. Now, there are certain things in the ordinance that requires
them...that they're required to do. One is grading, grassing, adequate drainage, an automatic
irrigation system, a restroom and a parking lot. However, the restroom and parking lot, at
the...with the recommendation of the Director, may be waived by the Maui County Council.
Okay. Now all of this takes place prior to the development. We enter into an agreement. After
the development is done and the park is being ready to be taken over by the County, then it goes
to the Council. By that point, at that point, the development is pretty much done. And so, there's
been kind of a disagreement between Council and some prior Directors on what a park should
be, and so there's a couple that's still in limbo and hasn't been approved by the Council. And
because it's in such a...the approval is at the later part of the game, it's difficult for us to go back
to the developer and say we want more, okay, change the park. Because the park is already done.
They've fulfilled the agreement with the Parks Department. So what we've done with the
amendment is we've put the agreement and the Council approval prior to approval of the
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subdivision. Okay. So, if a developer now wants to build a park, they would have to come up
with a plan, a detailed plan and a preliminary site plan showing what we're gonna, what's gonna
be built. At that point we would go to, come to the Council, write a resolution, along with the
plans. We would also show the numbers, like how many square feet they owe us for the
development. And, and the Council would then amend or approve it. Once that's approved, it
would be up to the Parks Director further on down the road to approve the project, that yes, the
developer has built a park according to the plans and the agreement. So the approval comes up
front. So that's a major change that we're doing.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any questions, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I get questions, but not on, on what he was just speaking about,
Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Oh. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I think maybe for, for maybe Ms. Cochran or not, I think if
memory serves me right, Chairman, part of the issues regarding what Mr. Matsui was just
sharing with the Committee was let's say, for an example, someone, she's trying to convince
Council that a five-acre drainage basin should be then also be viewed as a park to satisfy that
requirement. Well, Council has been frowning on that kind of definition of looking at a drainage
basin as a park although we have in the past, in other certain specific projects, Chairman. But I
commend the Department for trying to make it better. But let me go back to Lanai, since Mr.
Pontanilla was gracious enough to bring up the subject. And as memory serves me right, the
Deputy was correct in that the Department had...I don't know if it still exists, but the Department
had flexibility in how to have the landowner satisfy the park requirements. And for Lanai,
there's this so-called document that was signed that I still question, Chair. Because here they are
now asking us at this point in time for a reimbursement of what they paid. Well, my point is it's
20 years later and I still don't have that park, either. So how can you ask me for the money back
when you haven't even performed and built the park? And, second, if I understand condition of
zoning in our Code, after five years, I can make changes. So why is the County gonna roll over,
and not ensure compliance for what the community expects from an entitlement of a project
district? So, part of my concern is that, also, Chair, once it goes on our general ledger, unless I
misunderstand that a Council appropriation action is needed, how do we all of a sudden wipe out
$300,000 with one auditor's or bookkeeper's debit on another ledger side of the...a column on
another side of the ledger? Once it goes in, you know, you cannot just arbitrarily take it out of
the account, in my view, you know. So I don't know how Corp. Counsel is gonna be able to
explain and protect the County and how we can get monies flowing into accounts and flowing
out of accounts without Council recognition and Council action. And I think, if anything, if we
want to continue to allow the flexibility, the Department to have some ability to work out maybe
something even better regarding satisfying park requirement, then put a clock on it. Why should
I wait 20 years for a park that has yet to be built from a project district approval in the '80s?
And, again, it's a rhetorical...I don't...I know Mr. Matsui has worked very hard. And I
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commend him and Mr. Ueoka. They've tried very hard and I'm supporting them. But this is
something of history that is way beyond their tenure. Unfortunately, I lived through it. Okay.
So I know what I'm saying. And that what irks me, gentlemen. You guys willing to help these
guys out? That's fine, but I still don't get the park. So is it better for us to say and make an
adjustment and keep the money and use it for what we believe is right and adjust maybe the
original ordinance and documents to make the appropriate adjustments? I think we should go
back and ask them do you still want this or do you want to keep the money and use it for new
and better improvements within the community? I think the Committee has waited long enough
and they should be able to have a say on how we proceed, Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Hokama, without objection, I would be happy to ask the, ask Staff to transmit a
request for a review from the Department so that we can, we can get an update on what's been
done as part of their requirement and get an assessment from the Department as to their, their
perspective, and I would ask the Department to maybe hold off on making any determinations
until we can get an update. Mr. Matsui?
MR. MATSUI: Yes. Concerning Mr. Hokama's comments, yeah, your points are well taken. In the new
ordinance, part of the requirement is a timetable for completion. And the developer also has to
submit a performance bond so if they don't meet that time period, we have the option of taking
that and building it ourselves or taking the money and saying thank you very much, no park. But
we, we've added that in. You know, as in the Lanai project, we've learned from our mistakes.
And now in the agreement that we're having with them, we're putting a time limit, that they need
to complete by a certain time.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I appreciate that, that, you know, Mr. Director. I think that's
something good. But again, Chairman, we've been out a lot and we've paid a lot in damages
because another project--and I know why it takes us so long to respond--is the Kihei Aquatic
Center. We allowed that project to go forward with no bonding requirements. And then we got
the issue and concern of the leakages and the cracks. It cost us big money because the County
didn't require a bond for that project. I'm tired of having us pay more than we should as, as a
County, Chair, for improvements that should've been guaranteed by the contractor on that job.
So, you know, for the Department, I'm sorry but I got too much history. I ain't gonna let things
slide. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any other questions, comments? Okay, with no objections, we'll defer
this item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: RC, DGC).
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
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ITEM NO. 8: ACCEPTING REAL PROPERTY FROM THE STATE FOR A VETERANS
CENTER AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (KIHEI) (C.C. No. 11-92)

CHAIR WHITE: Next on the agenda is EDR No. 8, Accepting Real Property from the State for a
Veterans Center and Community Support Activities in Kihei. The Committee is in receipt of
County Communication No. 11-92, from Mayor Alan M. Arakawa, transmitting a proposed
resolution entitled "ACCEPTING REAL PROPERTY SITUATE AT KIHEI, WAILUKU, MAUI,
HAWAII, FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII PURSUANT TO SECTION 3.44.015, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, AND SECTION 171-11, HAWAII REVISED STATUTES". The purpose of
the proposed resolution is to accept for County control and management approximately 1.88
acres situated at Tax Map Key No. (2) 3-9-07:005 [sic], on Uluniu Road, Kihei, Maui, which
property has been set aside by State Executive Order No. 4342, for the public purposes of a
Veterans Center and community support activities. I'd like to ask Mr. Buck to join us, from the
Mayor's office. And, John, if you could provide us with an overview?
MR. BUCK: Back in 2004, there was an executive order that was issued to the County of Maui and the
County Council had approved it, and in the meantime, since then, the Parks Department and
Grants Review Committee has been trying to put a lease together for the VFW. And during that
process, the original executive order, it basically encompasses just where the building sits. But
for the activities that the VFW does and some of the other activities that they allow to take place,
like Boy Scout functions and things like that, they use basically from the road out to the ocean.
So with this new executive order, it allows them, which they're currently using now, to be part of
that overall parcel of land, but we can go ahead and execute a lease for them to use. Currently
right now, they have, they get a permit just basically from the Parks Department from the
existing executive order, which is the part where the building is. On a yearly basis, they use that
facility, because it's under the control of the Parks Department. So, what we would like to do is
accept this additional land for the VFW. Then we can go ahead and execute a lease for them for
their use. They've been in that property, from what I've gathered, since 1972. And I think it was
in, it was in '96 or '97 is when the permit was...they gave it up. The board had changed the,
made the decision to give up that, the permit that they had issued to them. And they were trying
to get the VFW to come up with the lease. But because of the age of a lot of the people involved,
they felt like they could not live up to the conditions, so that's why they requested the County get
the executive order, and worked with the County to get the lease. Now, they've been there for a
long time. I've worked in 26 years, and that building's been there longer since I've been
involved with the County. I think it's about time. And the comment is, from some of the
veterans, they hope they can see this lease, hopefully before some of them start dyin'. So, you
know, I would, on a personal note, I would like to us honor, at least go ahead and accept this
property and then we can finalize the lease, hopefully, you know, within a year.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Buck. Any questions, Members? Ms. Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much. And thank you, Mr. Buck, for being here.
This is wonderful. It's about time. As far back as I can recollect, the VFW Hall has been there
40 years, more maybe. But anyway, what I'm interested in is, of course, that we get this land,
and that we do a contract or a lease with the vets. What are we thinking about in terms of a
lease? Are we thinking about, is there a period of time and would this be one of those dollar
leases?
MR. BUCK: We're still trying to put that together, but the recommendation from, you know, from our
office is at least, you know, a 35-year lease and maybe a dollar a year, but we haven't come out
with the details. But it's just a way to honor our veterans. . . . (inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it's absolutely wonderful. You know, I have the greatest aloha
for our veterans and it's wonderful that they should have something that they feel comfortable in
and are not worried about, you know, what happens next year or the year after that or whatever.
And also, I think it gives them a sense of being appreciated and then they want to invest also
because it's kinda like this is our place. And when you have this year-to-year thing, that goes
away because you know you feel like this, we're only here a year, and maybe next year we won't
get a permit. So, it's not a good way to have an organization look forward, especially somebody
as valuable as our vets. Thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Another question? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, I too can support accepting this
executive order. You know, I've been there many, many times, and one of the good things is that
the veterans really take care of that particular area. And by accepting the 1.88 acres, it takes
away the parking on the side of Uluniu Road, because they park in this area presently. So,
they're good stewards of the land, they take care of the building, and, you know, like Member
Baisa said it, and Mr. Buck had said, it's something that we need to do for our veterans here in
Maui County. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: A question, Chairman. You know, this executive order, as I've read
it, talks specifically about the land. It says purpose control being that parcel of land, it talks
about the land. But, you know, for most of us who've had the opportunity to go there, there's a
structure also. So, is this EO only directly related to the real property land, or is it assumed the
structure is also part of it? Because I wanna make sure that whatever we agreeing to and then we
lease out to the entity, that, you know, we're, our ducks are in line. I don't want some
technicality later on to be a sticking point for delayed execution or yeah, we shoulda thought
about that, you know, sooner. So can we get some clarification, Chair?
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah. Corp. Counsel can clarify.
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MR. UEOKA: Yeah, you are correct, Mr. Hokama. The 1.88 acres is in addition to the existing EO,
which the existing EO is where the building is on. But the veterans wanted more area, so the
State was very cooperative in working with them, the Maui DLNR. So it's just an expansion of
land.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So if part of the future, you know, improvements, let's say, the
veterans would like to do, is a...modernize or rehab a structure, I don't think Public Works
would wanna allow them to cross lines, so is there gonna be a need to consolidate the two, the
two parcels to allow some certain types of improvements? Because we don't allow a structure to
straddle multiple parcels or lots. So, I, I'm, just wanted to bring it up 'cause I want this done, but
I wanted to make sure that it's a usable agreement for the, for the people later, too. So I bring
these points up, and again, excuse me, Chair, you know, but I just wanted us to try and take care
of it sooner than later. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
MR. UEOKA: We defmitely would work with the veterans if they wanted to consolidate the two
properties, and the State, of course, would have to consent. It's all their property, so...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right, you're right. Yeah, that's, that's why I'm trying to see if
there's a way that, you know, the Land Board, we can already put in an early request to the Land
Board to say that should certain types...and then we can maybe set the parameters if they would
be maybe at least be able to review and have an agreement and also check to see is there going to
be a County departmental requirement to get those two parcels, you know, properly squared
away for, for future use.
MR. BUCK: Yeah. We'll follow up on that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. I would appreciate that. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any further questions? Yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hokama brings out a really good point. You
know that existing area, I'm assuming it's a year to year? It is a year to year. Yeah, by
consolidating that one big, as a one big parcel, then if they're talking about a long-term lease
then, you know, take care of the whole thing at one time. So thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah. Very good points. Members, I do want to point out that the, the resolution that
we're dealing with is the one communicated to us on the 14 th of June, which incorporates nonsubstantive changes. It's not the original one. Any further questions?
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VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Just...Chair? You know, I guess just trying to get a little bit of history.
How come it's taking this long to do this? I'm just, I mean, was there some...who back then, I
mean, it's like a long time coming for pretty much a good cause here. Just curious.
MR. BUCK: I do not have an answer for you, but I think when I arrived on the island January 15 th back
from California, and I think on January 19 th , the veterans had a meeting with me and they would
like to proceed for this. So I've been kind of spearheading on it because it's been long enough.
So I've been the one been spearheading this project at the request of the veterans and the Mayor.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. Well, good. I'm glad we're getting this done.
CHAIR WHITE: Good question. Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Is there no other questions? The Chair would entertain a motion to recommend
adoption of the revised proposed resolution and filing of the County Communication.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR WHITE: It has been moved by Mr. Hokama and seconded by Mr. Pontanilla. All those in
favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed, say "no". Motion carries. Five "ayes", zero "noes", and Members
Carroll and Couch are excused.

VOTE:

AYES: Chair White, Vice-Chair Cochran, and Councilmembers Baisa,
Hokama, and Pontanilla.
NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Carroll and Couch.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
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ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution, and FILING of
communication.
ITEM NO. 9: ACCEPTING DONATION OF PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FROM THE
WAILUKU HEIGHTS EXTENSION COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION FOR
THE WAILUKU HEIGHTS PARK (C.C. No. 11-102)

CHAIR WHITE: And we'll move on to EDR No. 9, Accepting Donation of Playground Equipment
from the Wailuku Heights Extension Community Association for the Wailuku Heights Park. And
the Committee is in receipt of County Communication 11-102, from the Director of Parks and
Recreation, transmitting a proposed resolution entitled "AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE
OF A DONATION OF PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FROM THE WAILUKU HEIGHTS
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION TO THE COUNTY OF MAUI, DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
AND RECREATION, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 3.56, MAUI COUNTY CODE". The
purpose of the proposed resolution is to accept an offer from the Wailuku Heights Extension
Community Association to donate replacement playground equipment valued at approximately
$2,999 for the Wailuku Heights Park at South Alu Road, Wailuku, Maui. So, Mr. Matsui, could
you provide us with an overview, please?
MR. MATSUI: Yes. There's an existing playground at Wailuku Heights Park. And there was parts of
the playground structure needed replacement. I think it's the tire ladder structure. And so the
community association was generous enough to offer to purchase the equipment and install it.
But there is an ordinance that if the donation is over a certain amount, you need the Council
approval. So, that's where we are right now.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any questions, Members? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair, and thank you, Mr. Matsui. Mr. Matsui, this tire
climber, or whatever it is that they're putting in there, this meets the strict standards that I know
we have about playground equipment for kids because of safety?
MR. MATSUI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. And I know it's very costly and we certainly appreciate the
donation, you know, but as long as it's something that we don't have to worry about the kids
being on. We've been hearing lately all kinds of stories about equipment and kids jumping on
and getting hurt and whatever. So we wanna be careful. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any other questions, Members?
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Chair?
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CHAIR WHITE: Yes, Ms. Cochran?
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Thank you, Ms. Baisa, for bringing up the safety issue. So this is a County
park in Wailuku Heights?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, it is. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: And so the park assessments fees would not be for improvements such as
equipment like this? The assessment fees in different districts, is that strictly for land
acquisitions?
MR. MATSUI: It could be. The park assessment fee, you know, can be used for...
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Could be applied to -MR. MATSUI: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: --improvements at -MR. MATSUI: Right.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: --an existing park, and the equipment and things?
MR. MATSUI: And it would be through the County CIP budget process that it would get appropriated.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. That's awfully generous of this association, though.
Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any other questions? Okay, I again would like to note that the, the
resolution we're dealing with is one that has been revised and provided to you on the 14 th of
June, incorporating non-substantive revisions. With no further discussion, the Chair's
recommendation, or the Chair would entertain a motion to recommend adoption of the revised
proposed resolution and filing of the County Communication.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: So moved, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR WHITE: Moved by Vice-Chair Cochran and seconded by Council Vice-Chair Pontanilla. All
those in favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
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CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed, say "no". Motion carries. Five "ayes", no "noes". And Members
Carroll and Couch both excused.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair White, Vice-Chair Cochran, and Councilmembers Baisa,
Hokama, and Pontanilla.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Carroll and Couch.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution, and FILING of
communication.
ITEM NO. 10: ACCEPTING DONATION OF PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FROM THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION FOR THE WAILUKU
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PARK AND THE MAYOR HANNIBAL TAVARES
COMMUNITY CENTER AND UPCOUNTRY POOL (C.C. No. 11-138)
CHAIR WHITE: Members, we'll move on to EDR-10, Accepting Donation of Playground Equipment
from the State Department of Education for the Wailuku Elementary School Park and the Mayor
Hannibal Tavares Community Center and Upcountry Pool. The Committee is in receipt of
County Communication No. 11-138, from the Director of Parks and Recreation, transmitting a
proposed resolution, "AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF A DONATION OF
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII TO THE COUNTY OF
MAUI, DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 3.56,
MAUI COUNTY CODE". The purpose of the resolution is to accept an offer from the State
Department of Education to donate and install playground structures and rubberized surfacing at
the Wailuku Elementary School Park, valued at approximately $100,000; and the Mayor
Hannibal Tavares Community Center and Upcountry Pool, valued at approximately $110,000.
Mr. Matsui, any additional comments on that?
MR. MATSUI: Both projects, starting with the Pukalani one, it is on the County park parcel. But it's on
the lower side of the parcel that right, abuts right next to the school. There's a ramp that goes up
from the school to the playground. There's an existing -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Which school -- 15 -
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MR. MATSUI: --structure there.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --we talking about?
MR. MATSUI: Pukalani.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Got it.
MR. MATSUI: Okay. There was an, there was an existing playground structure that we had closed
because it was in disrepair. So the State took that equipment out and put in new equipment. The
Wailuku Elementary School Park, it is a County park, but it abuts the school, and the school uses
that daily for their recess. The playground equipment is located right next to the existing
restroom.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. I'm very interested in this. And first of all, I want to say it's
wonderful that we're getting that kind of a gift from the State. It's nice to see money coming our
way for a change. But one of the things that I wanna be sure that we look into 'cause, you know,
in the last few years I've been involved with the concerns of Upcountry citizens about
playgrounds for our children Upcountry, and Mr. Matsui knows we've had many conversations
about this. One of the concerns that keeps coming up over and over is equipment that is on
school grounds or adjacent to and the availability to the general public. Do we need to have any
concerns about that, Mr. Matsui?
MR. MATSUI: The County of Maui is a little unique in that a lot of the schools are still located on
County property. And though, so it's kind of a mixed bag where, you know, the school needs to
protect their property, like Kahului School for instance. That whole school ground is on County
property. And there's a County park that abuts it. So the school uses our park for recess and
whatnot, but they have their own school grounds, so they've erected a fence between the park
and the school grounds, so that, you know, that delineates where the school grounds starts. But
the entire piece is owned by the County, so there is some, I guess, legal kind of ramifications for
that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, the reason I bring it up is, you know, if the parents in the
community feel that their children don't have access to the equipment, and that it's only during
school hours that it can be used or it's under the direction of when the school says you can be
there and not be there, this raises concerns in the community. So, you know, while this is a great
donation, it may come with strings that will cause problems, and that's what I'm trying to ferret
out. What are those strings? Because we're going to be asked. I know I'll be asked.
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MR. MATSUI: Fortunately for those two projects, you know, it's not on the school grounds. It's on the
County park side of it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So as long as the County park is open, or the swimming pool is open, we
should be able to enjoy this.
MR. MATSUI: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much. That's really important for us. It's been, I
think it's wonderful, and thank you for getting the thing done, because it's really important and
it's a big money, $110,000. You know, this, when I used to do Head Start for many, many years,
you know, we could normally afford to buy the equipment, but what would kill us was those pads
that go under the equipment that are really expensive. And nowadays, you have to have them
because of safety and liability. So thank you again.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chair. Gosh, I wonder how we ever survived growing
up?
CHAIR WHITE: I was thinking the same thing.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We never have all this equipment, and we never have all these safety
things, you know, I mean, we all sitting here today. You know, I appreciate Ms. Baisa's
comments, Chair, because I think it's a bigger issue Countywide. Even on Lanai, we have
concerns about from community entities, concerns about access to County facilities and from a
sense that they feel that the school or the State is monopolizing County assets. So it's just not an
Upcountry thing. You know, I've been having concerns. The Director and the Deputy have been
very cooperative in trying to see how we can work out opportunities and options. You know,
we're one island that has land. It's not that we don't have land on Lanai to do opportunities. So
I appreciate, but I think what I would like to know is if the State can offer you this $200,000, Mr.
Matsui, is this something you folks ask for, or you folks provide a list of potential sites? Because
at one point in time, before, you know, we lost Representative Nakasone, you know, the State
was willing to pay at least half to improve Wells Park because it is a park that the County owns
that is utilized by multiple schools. And right next door we have the County swimming pool and
tennis courts that the schools use, too. So I'm asking if they ask the Department and people like
yourself, do you have recommendations, if we have some additional funds, where would you like
to see that benefits our school program, but also assists the County? Because I think Wells Park
would be a great project consideration.
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, this project, my understanding, came from within the DOE's budget. And
administratively, they approached the County about doing those playgrounds. And so we were
agreeable to that, fortunately. But it wasn't something that we initiated as a State appropriation.
- 17 -
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They came to us with that funding and said we have this money available to build playgrounds
and we need to do it quickly. And so they have. . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We can assume then that this money has been released to the
Department for, for use in execution to the County then? Because I don't want later on to be
told, oh, the Governor didn't release the funds.'
MR. MATSUI: Well, the playgrounds are already completed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Oh. So it's been expended.
MR. MATSUI: Yes. And they were in a rush to spend the money, so you know, we agreed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: In advance for us, I don't appreciate that. But thank you for taking
the money anyway. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions? Those are very good points, and I, Mr. Matsui, unless there are
objections from the group, I think it would be helpful if we could be given a list of the parks that
are currently used by adjacent schools or nearby schools. Because I know in Lahaina, they take
students down the road and across the street to go and use various parks, and I would be
interested in seeing the degree of contribution from the State for upgrading or adding equipment
to those parks. I think this is a wonderful gift, and this is an after-the-fact acceptance, but the
points brought up by the Members, I think, really point in the direction of, of me questioning the
level of participation by the State in those parks that they're the main users, or certainly a large
user. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And, Chairman, you know, I think it's important what we're
discussing today. And because Mr. Pontanilla knows very well. He went down to lobby on our
behalf regarding TAT, and I can tell you Senator Kim's mentality is that the counties do not
participate or assist the State, so why shouldn't we take your County money? But my point to
people like her is that in our County, and I'm glad Mr. Matsui used the word unique, it wasn't for
this County entity, the programs and the status of the State situation in our County would be a lot
to be desired, a lot, and it's our taxpayers who have been more than supportive from the County
standpoint of assisting the State in paying for State responsibilities. You know, you folks hear
me every, in budget, how I moan and groan, why are we paying for State things? Because I feel
we have mandated requirements by our Charter to take care of first. But this is one area that I'm
glad we're talking because it needs to be on the record for those Legislators on Oahu who are not
educated enough or haven't had the chance to talk to our Senate President and our House
members to know that our County does a lot for the State of Hawaii, a lot. So don't come and
talk to me about taking away our revenue that we support State activities for. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Maybe I'm going off the subject, but you know
what Mr. Hokama just brought out is very true. And I had an opportunity to sit with House
Finance Committee Chairman Marcus Oshiro. And basically we were talking about
County/State partnership type, you know, because we, we do things, similar things, but we're
utilizing different funding. But if we can collaborate and work as a partner, we can do a lot. And
I talked to him in regards to transportation, student transportation. We have a transportation
system, they're having a hard time funding student transportation. Hey, collaborate with us. So,
you know, we go down to the Legislature. We point out things that, you know, we doing certain
things, you know, same things but we, you know, separate funding. We should start talking
more. You know, like Mr. Hokama had said, yeah, talk to our Senators, talk to our Legislators,
see what we can do to, I guess, to reduce costs both ways. Thanks.
CHAIR WHITE: Very good point. Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran?
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Just curious, Mr. Matsui, you mentioned that our County is very unique,
and how that school, Kahului School I think you said, is of course that's a State facility on a
County land. How does something like that occur, and perhaps we should sell the land to them
so it's all, you know, conforming to State owned, State run, State, you know, liable and...
MR. MATSUI: Yeah. It goes back to, I think it was the '60s, where, or prior to that, where the County
was responsible for maintaining the school buildings and they owned the grounds. And
sometime in the '60s, I think, the Legislature passed the law said that the County was to turn
over, the State was to take over the maintenance of the buildings. And so at that time, all of the
different counties turned over the properties to the State, except for Maui County. At that time
was, Elmer Cravalho was the Mayor and he decided I'm gonna give them the buildings, but not
the land. So if you look at a lot of the State schools, I mean, if you go on to the tax map key, it
still shows County of Maui as the property owner.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: Okay. And we just decided to keep it that way. And just, it seems to work,
I mean -MR. MATSUI: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: --anyways. Okay. Thank you for the history.
CHAIR WHITE: Any further questions or discussion? Okay. Members, the Chair would entertain a
motion to recommend adoption of the proposed resolution and filing of the County
Communication.
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VICE-CHAIR COCHRAN: So moved, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Been moved by Ms. Cochran and seconded by Mr. Pontanilla. All those
in favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed? Motion carries. Five "ayes", zero "noes", with Members Carroll and
Couch excused.
VOTE:

AYES:Chair White, Vice-Chair Cochran, and Councilmembers Baisa,
Hokama, and Pontanilla.
NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Carroll and Couch.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of resolution, and FILING of communication.
CHAIR WHITE: And if there are no further questions or comments, we have no further business today.
And so the Chair, the meeting of Economic Development, Agriculture, and Recreation is now
adjourned. . .(gavel). . .
ADJOURN: 10:01 a.m.
APPROVED:

MIKE WHITE, Chair
Economic Development, Agriculture, and Recreation Committee
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